
 
Mission 

 

In Art, Artists & You, we facilitate experimental artmaking with families using diverse 
materials and nontraditional techniques that encourage dialogue between visitors and 
teaching artists to build knowledge around contemporary art, contemporary artists and 
issues important to children. 
 

1. We introduce visitors to nontraditional artmaking through diverse materials such as paper, 
found objects, technology, and fiber 

2. We expose visitors to contemporary art and working contemporary artists 
3. We facilitate positive, accessible and creative experiences through questioning 

 

Mission of the facilitators  Both  Mission of the exhibit  

● Facilitate dynamic 
artmaking experiences 
with diverse materials that; 

● Expose families to 
alternative or 
nontraditional making 
processes they cannot do 
at home, or may not have 
access to 

● Build in opportunities for 
adult-child engagement 
through making 

● Help children and their 
families build new skills in 
making and looking at art 

● Use creativity to build 
confidence and as a vehicle 
to elicit dialogue 

● Provides a platform for 
positivity and 
encouragement 

● Use materials and practices 
that are accessible to all 
visitors regardless of economic 
background 

● Help families understand art 
beyond traditional practices 
(i.e. painting, drawing, and 
sculpting with clay) 

● Demonstrate a multitude of 
ways to manipulate materials 

● Expose families to 
contemporary art and artists 

● Learn about concepts used in 
art in today’s world 

● Create an accessible 
environment for all visitors 
(physically and conceptually) 

● Encourage creativity 

● Provide access to quality 
works of art 

● Provide access to real people 
working in the field such as 
artists, performers, and arts 
educators 

● Exhibit art that tackles 
abstract issues that move far 
beyond their source materials 

● Share a variety of voices, 
narratives and perspectives 

● Exemplify a multitude of 
ways to manipulate materials 

● Expose families to the way 
contemporary artists work, 
and what their studios may 
look like  

● Create awareness that being 
an artist is a profession and 
influence respect for working 
artists 

 

 



Art, Artists & You   
Methods of Artmaking 

 

Example Programs 

Paper 
● Collaborative collage 
● Mobiles 
● 3D animals/characters 
● Masks 
● Flowers/gardens 
● Bookbinding 
● Origami 
● Paper dolls 
● Pop up characters and boxes 

Fiber 
● Cardboard loom weaving 
● Sewing pillows/stuffed objects 
● Embroidery 
● Fabric collage/quilt 
● Finger knitting 
● Cardboard circle bracelet 
● Fashion creations 
● Pouch/purse creations 
● Community bracelets 
● Knitting or crochet 
● Felting 
● Key chains 

Found Objects 
● Collaborative sculpture 
● Flying machines/vehicles/boats 
● Frames 
● Map making 
● Vessels/capsules 
● Pin/button making 
● Collographs/stamps 
● DIY design tools 
● Musical instruments 
● City installation 

Technology 
● Scratch 
● Tinkercad or sketchup 
● Snap circuits 
● Stop motion 
● Green screen 
● 3Doodler pens 
● Take-a-part electronics 
● Makey Makey 
● Wire sculptures & LEDs 
● Squishy circuits 
● Kaleidoscopes 
● Amplified musical instruments 

Makerspace 
● Clay sculptures 
● Paper mache 
● Bookbinding 
● Perler beads 
● Shrinky dinks 
● Woodworking 
● Paper making 
● Silk screen printing 
● Making paint 
● Stuffed animal repair 
● Jewelry 
● Leather stamping 
● Soap carving 
● Dying fabric 
● Seed pods 
● Fizzy bath pods 

 

Example Activation Activities 

Paper 
● Marbling paper 
● Bookmarks 
● Collaborative collage 
● Collaborative canvas 
● Zines 
● Origami 
● Cards 

Fiber 
● Cardboard/wood loom weaving 
● Weave/web installation 
● Practice sewing boards 
● Burlap embroidery 
● Friendship bracelets 
● Garlands/tassels 
● Wire/Yarn sculptures 

Found Objects 
● Collaborative sculpture 
● Individual sculptures 
● Fort building 
● Tape Scape 
● Painted community puzzle 
● City installation 

Technology 
● Wind-up toys and paint 
● Typewriter 
● Photography 
● Red & green 3D drawing 
● Spin art/shape stencils 
● Scribble bots 
● Playdough touch 
● Stop motion 

Other 
● Art Safari 
● Photography 
● Viewfinders 

 

Example Unfacilitated Activities 

Paper 
● Collaborative collage 
● Collaborative canvas 
● Cards 
● Cardboard discs 
● Sliced cardboard sculptures 
● Paper tube sculptures 

Fiber 
● Collab weave/web 
● Yarn takeover 
● Practice sewing boards 

Found Objects 
● Cardboard discs 
● Architecture building set 
● Lava floor tiles 
● Building/architecture blocks 
● Tape scape 
● Community puzzle 

 

Technology 
● Ikos 
● Gears 
● Ipads 
● Red & green 3D drawing 
● Spin art 
● Shape stencils 
● 3D letter building 

 



Art, Artists & You 
Questioning Strategies 

Point and plan for action  
● Decide the end goal before approaching a child, or before they approach you. What do you want the 

student to learn/gain from this experience through exploration of the tools and/or materials? 
● Devise a few steps that would lead to the goal of this experience.  
● Think of at least 5 questions to start the conversation. 
● Allow the conversation and learning opportunities to stray away from the intended goal if a significant 

opportunity arises. 
 
Initial questions 

● If the child wants to talk to you when they approach you, continue their conversation. 
● Comment on something visible about the child. Ex: That color you’re wearing is one of my favorites! We 

have string just like it over here. 
● You can make whatever you want with these materials, any ideas? Would you like to feel the materials? 
● Have you ever seen this material before? Where? How was it used? 
● What other materials interest or inspire you? How can we use them? 
● (using an example or artwork) How do you think this was made? What materials and processes 

specifically? What do you think this piece is about? Why?  
● Would you like to try this with me? (No is okay) 
● If learners are apprehensive to make something: How about you walk around to get some ideas. OR 

Why don’t you check out our materials area and pick something to start with. 
● Here we are doing _____ today. Do you want to look at our examples? Would you like to make 

something similar? What can we do differently? 
● Would you like to make something today? In this pod, we are exploring ___. 
● What should we make our project about? 
● Have you ever used this tool before? (If yes, have them teach you)  
● Would you like to practice doing this process with me? 
● Which of these materials would you use to create a ______? 
● Which materials can you use to create something wearable/a game/a spaceship etc? 

 
Questions throughout artmaking 

● What will your creation be? What will it feel like? What will it look like? 
● Why do you think this happened? 
● How do you think we could fix this? 
● What is your end goal? What is your intention? 
● Can we work together with other people to build this? 
● How do you bind these objects together? 
● How do we make this shape? 
● Let’s try experimenting. Let’s try 2 different ways before we make our final work. 
● Can we design our object by drawing it? 
● Does this look like how you intended it? 
● What could we do better next time? 

 
Additional comments 

● Let kids organically guide conversation. 
● Act excited from their responses! Always keep the conversation going. 
● There may be no possible solution to what they want to do. Use this as a learning opportunity. Failure 

allows us to learn! 
● If explaining a step-by-step process, allow the learner to interject and ask questions. Once you show a 

step, have them demonstrate. 
● Try not to explain unless it’s necessary for learning a tool, or safety. Let them guide the experience. 
● Use their prior knowledge and interests to your advantage. 
● Use games as an approach for learning. 
● It is okay if they don’t take anything home! 
● Include caretakers in the discussion/questioning. Invite them to make art too! 
● If you have time, include reflection questions. 



Art, Artists & You 
Close Looking at Artwork 

 
Modes of Engagement 

● Make and Talk: Talk to them about objects while they’re making and/or incorporate their project into 
the conversation.  

● Scavenger hunt: List of artworks or descriptions to find in the exhibit 
● Safari: Take a tour around the exhibit while looking through various viewfinders 
● Game: Create a challenge for the group to accomplish; create a competitive game with teams 
● Act it out: Try to make your body look like the artwork 
● Worksheet: Create a reference for visitors to fill out, color in, circle, check off etc while looking at the 

art 
● Sketch book: Draw what you see; collect notes/materials in it; pair with zine making or book binding 
● Multimodal: Combine various approaches that satisfy visual, auditory, literary and kinesthetic learners 

 
Examples of Engagement 

● Use Visual Thinking Strategies (see below) when having visitors describe an artwork. 
● Use a viewfinder so everyone can see through your eyes. Ask one visitor per artwork to hold up the 

viewfinder. The rest of the visitors can look through the viewfinder. Visitors will describe and analyze 
what they see through the viewfinder, and then discuss how it is similar or different to when they view 
the artwork as a whole.  

● Walk around the object to see it from different angles. How does it look from different vantage points? 
● Compare objects: What is the relationship between these objects? Are they in conversation in any way? 

Are the close in proximity? Was the curation or location of these objects intentional? 
● Create a narrative about the object. Use their project as a character in that narrative. 
● Use a measuring tape or large stick to compare the sizes of different objects. Compare the size of your 

body, or a limb. If you know the dimensions of an object up above, map it out on the floor for kids to 
gain perspective. 

● Have a box of sample materials from the object you are observing, especially if you can’t touch it. 
● Use an IPad to have kids zoom into a work that is far away, or take a photo of it to see different 

angles. 
● Use our kid curated wall gallery to have visitors respond to kid art. Have them add a piece. 

 
Early Childhood Approaches 

● Build blocks while talking alongside artworks. Build in the gallery while looking at architectural pieces. 
● Read a story. The story could be somewhat related to the concept of the art piece, or just about art. 

During or after the story you could stop to look at an object. 
● Have step stools present near works that are too high up for younger visitors to see. 
● Have materials of various artworks or programs available for young children to explore through 

sensory-based learning. 
● Use parallel play with the adult and/or child for artmaking. 

 
Artists-in-Residence Engagement 

● Have a box of sample materials or a non-precious piece that the artist created. 
● Have step stools present so kids can look into the plexiglass windows. 
● Talk about the AIR studio as if it were an object. 
● Talk about the progression of the AIR studio. If it is a recurring visitor, ask if they see anything new. 
● Talk with the Artist-in-Residence about their practices and work! 

 
Universal Design (the design and composition of an environment so that it can be accessed, understood and 
used to the greatest extent possible by all people regardless of their age, size, ability or disability) 



● Use universally known descriptors when talking. “This object is as tall as 2 mattresses and as red as a 
stop sign.” 

● Describe the object’s materials, size, color etc and be specific!  
● Describe exactly where you are looking, don’t just point. 
● Describe a piece from left to right, or top to bottom, and say that you are doing this. 
● Have large printouts of details of the object for people to see up close. 
● Provide material boxes. 

 
Example questions for inquiry 

● What do you see? Be specific. List words that you think of when looking at this. Why? 
● How do you think this was made? What materials and processes specifically?  
● What do you think this piece is about? Why? What is the artist trying to say? Is there a story being 

told? 
● Pick a second artwork in this exhibit? How is the first artwork similar or different to the second one? 
● Can you guess how big this artwork is? Is it the size of a ____? 
● What kind of temperature does it feel like? 
● What kind of mood does it portray? How does it make you feel? 
● What makes this piece interesting? What did you notice first?  
● What is happening? How do you know?  
● Does anything look different when you move around/towards/away from the piece?  
● How would you change this piece/what would you do differently? How would that change the 

meaning/feeling of the piece?  
● Close your eyes and describe it from memory. What did you remember/forget? Why? 
● What would this piece sound like if it could make noise?  
● What would it feel like if you could touch it?  
● If you could ask the artist one question, what would you ask?  
● Who was this made for?  
● Can you connect this artwork to your own life?  
● What do you like/dislike about this piece?  
● What can this artwork teach us?  
● Has your opinion changed after hearing what other people have to say?  


